
CRITERIA FOR STARTING AN ENCOMPASS CASE

REQUIRED ITEMS

FOR MORE DETAILED INFO SCAN QR CODE FOR VIDEOS

Guide

Patient must be fully edentulous1 .

*

Patient must have a well fitting denture2 .
Either hard relined or reline impression inside denture

Complete digital impression scan of denture with radiographic markers
in place

1 .

Please be sure to include the full palate of the denture as well as the 
intaglio surface and flanges

CBCT of patient wearing denture with radiographic markers (out of 
occlusion) biting on cotton rolls 

2 .

Patient photos with denture in: 3 .
Full Face Smiling

***
High Lip Line
Low Lip Line
Profile

Completed digital Rx form sent through NavaGation.net 4 .

Q U I C K
E N C O M P A S S  

S T A R T

What We Need to Start a Case1 .
Patient Selection2 .
How to Scan Your Patient3.
What You Get in the ENCOMPASS Box4.

*
Include digital opposing & bite3 .

*

ENCOMPASSBOX.COM



TIPS FOR SUBMITTING A SUCCESSFUL CASE

If a reline is needed, chairside reline is acceptable 
1 .

        We recommend that you use either VF-20 or CT spot 
 radiographic markers

Scan the bite

Once you have completed these steps, you can upload your case through 
the ZEST portal on our website NavaGation.net. 

Please make sure that your patient has a well fitting denture 

Refrain from soft relines 
Impression material is acceptable

Be sure to trim away any excess

2 .
Typically in the 3, 6, 11, & 14 general regions

Place your radiographic markers, evenly spaced across the buccal surface

You will also need to place 2 radiographic markers in the palatal surface
(Not the intaglio surface of the denture)

****

**
Note:

3 . Place the denture in your hand and digitize the denture completely, 
(capturing the intaglio surface)

Please make sure that the radiographic markers are visible in the scan*
Continue scanning opposing, then place the denture back into the 
mouth*

*
4 . Perform a CBCT scan of the patient (out of occlusion) while biting on 

cotton rolls, to ensure the denture stays fully seated
Please be sure that the radiographic markers stay in place, as 
movement may result in restarting the process

*

*

        A loose denture will result in a loose guideNote:

Remember to upload the patient smile and profile photos

5 .
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